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An initial study to investigate the effect of controlled deposition of nanoparticles atmultilayer interfaceswas con-
ducted to explore themechanical effect of particles on laminate structures. Nanoparticles with diameter of about
4.5 nmwere specifically deposited at the interface between Cu andNi laminates by forced agglomeration ofmag-
netron sputtered ions using a Mantis Ltd. Nanogen50 nanoparticle generator and the hardness of these films
were measured using the nanoindentation technique. Cu/Ni laminateswithoutWnanoparticles have an average
modulus value of approximately 120±3.7 GPa and hardness value of 2.23±0.07GPa,while the hardness values
of the particle-containing films are greater, regardless of particle density. The areas with the lowest particle den-
sity at the interfaces (0.9 at.%W) show the greatest increase inhardness,with an increase of about 1.3 GPa greater
than the particle-free sample. However, as the particle density increases, there is a corresponding decrease in
hardness. In-situ x-ray diffraction of these films was also conducted to observe the annealing behavior of these
films. For all samples, the Cu and Ni layered structure remained intact; however, there is evidence of Ni diffusion
along grain boundaries and interactionwith the oxygen, likely creating NiO. After annealing, a significant number
of the W nanoparticles dissolved into the Ni matrix to create NiW solid-solution. The ability to deposit particles
with such precise control has the potential to open up an exciting new field of research.

© 2020 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Many techniques are used to increase the strength of a material de-
pending on the application and desired results. Some of these tech-
niques include the control of grain size [1–3], deposition of
nanolaminate structures [4,5], and the addition of precipitates or hard
particles [6–8]. Refining grain size to increase yield strength in severe
plastically deformed ultrafine grained metals [9] and electrodeposited
nanocrystallinemetals [10] is already being extensively explored. Incor-
porating hard particles or precipitates into a material is a well-known
and widely practiced method for strengthening materials, often used
in precipitation strengthened aluminum, advanced steels and super al-
loys. These particles act as barriers to dislocation motion as well as
Frank-Read dislocation sources [11], which increases both the strength
and strain-hardening ability of the material. Most of the particle-
strengthenedmaterials in use today are bulkmetalswhere precipitation
and oxide dispersion strengthening has shown significant strengthen-
ing effects and increased thermal stability [12,13].

In bulk metallic systems, deconvoluting the contribution of various
strengthening mechanisms in a laboratory scale is not straightforward
as it is very difficult to vary oneparameterwhile keeping the others con-
stant. For example, it can be difficult to change the grain size while
keeping the precipitate size constant. However, thin films deposited
by magnetron sputtering offer greater variability and control of various
microstructural parameters. In case of laminate strengthening, the indi-
vidual layer thickness and composition can be controlled precisely.Mul-
tiple specimens having varying layer thicknesses can be produced to
study the effect of individual layer thickness towards strengthening.

With recent advances in materials design that constantly push the
mechanical requirements of thin films and coatings, one question to ex-
plore is if it is possible to combine both laminate and particle strength-
ening. While adding the particles in the matrix itself will be beneficial,
as known from precipitation and dispersion strengthened alloys, very
few experimental studies have investigated the effect of particles that
are deposited at the multilayer interface [14]. Tayyebi and Eghbali in-
vestigated a Cu/Ni/Al layered microstructure with ceramic reinforce-
ment particles fabricated using accumulative roll bonding; however,
the evolution of the microstructure described in the study starts with
layer thinning followed by discontinuity of the layers and finally even
distribution of particles and enhanced bonding of the layers which
lead to increased strength. Due to the continually evolving microstruc-
ture, the strengthening effect of the nanoparticles in particular was
not discussed. Other investigations have focused on the effect of parti-
cles on the strength of nanolaminate structures [15,16]. One atomistic
simulation study focused on particle interactions within multilayers
Fig. 1. Schematic of the lowered deposition technique used to create the layer thickness andW
each other to create higher concentrations of Cu, Ni, and Wnps at the different edges (left). T
thicknesses of 85 nm Cu and 55 nm Ni for both samples, with and without nanoparticles. (Fo
the web version of this article.)
and suggested a significant effect of these particles on the strength of in-
coherent interfacemultilayers [15], focusingmore specifically on the ef-
fect of particles within one of the layers. Another study investigated
how interfacial steps and imperfections of Cu/Nbmultilayer films affect
the strengthening as the step size and density of the imperfection in-
creases [17]. These two results suggest that the addition of particles at
the interfaces of laminate films could have a profound effect on the
strength of laminate films.

Traditionally, particles are distributed into the material either by
precipitation from a solid solution [11], ball milling for dispersion of
oxide particles [18,19] or, as in this study, by direct physical deposition.
Themethod used in this study to incorporate hard particles into thefilm
is physical deposition by forced agglomeration of sputtered atoms, also
known as inert gas condensation. The method has been used to create
free nanoparticles for a variety of different optical and catalytic applica-
tions [20,21]; however, no research has yet been conducted using this
source to incorporate size specific particles at predetermined locations
in the coating. To date, this type of strengthening has only been applied
to the matrix of select alloys and oxide dispersion strengthened mate-
rials.With no investigations focusing on the combined effect of particles
distributed at the interface of nanolaminate films, we aim to explore a
new class of nanocomposite materials that can be fabricated by
sputtering a matrix and co-sputtering particles, enabling virtually any
combination of materials that can be sputtered. For simplicity, this
study starts with the controlled deposition of nanoparticles at multi-
layer interfaces to enable a fundamental study of the strengthening ef-
fect of particles on laminate structures and thermal stability of these
particle-reinforced composites. The main focus of this investigation is
to observe the interaction of hard particles deposited at the usually co-
herent interface of Cu/Ni nanolaminate films, specifically utilizing a
combinatorial design approach to quickly investigate the effect of nano-
particle concentration on the performance of these laminate films.

2. Experimental

Cu/Ni multilayer films were deposited using a customized QPREP
500 PVD chamber by Mantis Deposition Ltd. onto a <100> oriented Si
substrate. The Si substrate was lowered 8 cm from the normal deposi-
tion position, where all the targets are normally focused to deposit at
the center of the substrate, to create a range of layer thicknesses on a
single wafer. The Cu and Ni targets were oriented at 180° from one an-
other, which produces linear layer thickness gradients across the wafer,
while the nanoparticle sourcewas oriented at 90° fromeach of the other
targets to create a particle density gradient perpendicular to the layer
thickness gradient (Fig. 1). Two different wafers were produced for
np concentration gradient across the wafer (left). Each target is angled at 90 degrees from
he indented region along the centerline of the wafer (red arrow) corresponds to layer
r interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to



Table 1
Physical measurements sample summary from XRF characterization.

Sample name Total thickness (μm) Centerline
Cu layer thickness (nm)

Centerline
Ni layer thickness (nm)

Centerline
Total W concentration (at.%)

Cu/Ni without Wnp 3.62 ± 0.01 91 ± 0.05 53 ± 0.06 n/a
Cu/Ni with Wnp Low 1.55 ± 0.003 78 ± 0.23 61 ± 0.26 0.9 ± 0.1

High 1.58 ± 0.003 86 ± 0.12 55 ± 0.13 2.0 ± 0.1
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this investigation: a Cu/Ni multilayer film with individual layer thick-
nesses ranging from 50 to 150 nmwith a total of 20 bilayers and a sec-
ond wafer deposited with a total of 10 bilayers and the addition of W
nanoparticles deposited at each Ci-Ni interface. Each Cu layer was de-
posited with 5.5e-3 mTorr while the Ni layer with 8.0e-3 mTorr. The
particles were produced using a Nanogen50 nanoparticle generator
from Mantis Ltd. and filtered using the MesoQ nanoparticle mass filter
to specifically depositW nanoparticles with a nominal 4.5 nm diameter
at the interfaces. The nanoparticle current measured passing through
the MesoQ was approximately 0.2 nA for each half hour deposition at
the interface. Since this wafer was also deposited in the lowered config-
uration, the nanoparticle density also varies across the wafer. To verify
the individual layer thicknesses, total film thickness, and approximate
W nanoparticle density, x-ray fluorescence (XRF) was used to measure
the at.% of each constituent, as well as the total film thickness, using a
Fischerscope x-ray XDV with a W source and acceleration voltage of
30 kV. A summary of the locations investigated with corresponding Cu
layer thickness, Ni layer thickness, and estimated W nanoparticle spac-
ing is presented in Table 1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) maps of both wafers
were obtained using a Bruker D8 device equipped with a copper source
and using the Bragg Brentano configuration with 1 mm point focus. A
scan from 2theta 20° to 100° was conducted at eachmeasurement loca-
tion. This was followed by in-situ XRD while annealing the samples
using an Anton Paar DHS 1100 chamber at temperatures from 100 °C
to 400 °C in 100 °C increments of 40 min duration under slight vacuum
(approximately 1e-3 mbar; heating rate between the temperature in-
crements of 10 °C per minute) to track microstructural changes occur-
ring in the system as a result of annealing.

Nanoindentation of the as-deposited films with and without W
nanoparticles was performed with a Berkovich diamond tip using an
UNHT3 Anton Paar nanoindentation system [22]. The principle of
UNHT3, unlike most nanoindentation systems, is based on the idea of
using two independent vertical axes: one for indentation and the
other for active surface referencing. The differential displacement be-
tween the indenter and the reference is measured as the depth of pen-
etration, which results in low thermal drift and high stability in
measurements. Both films were indented using load-controlled inden-
tation profile that comprised of loading at 30mN/min, hold of 10s at
Fig. 2.XRF summary of Cu/Nimultilayerswithout (a) andwith (b/c)Wnanoparticles at the inte
of the wafer closest to the nanoparticle source, as seen in (c). The determined error for the lay
centerline of the wafer corresponds to layer thicknesses around 85 nm Cu and 55 nm Ni for bo
peak load of 10mN followed by complete unloading at 30mN/min. The
maximum depth of displacement was approximately 15% of film thick-
ness in both cases to avoid some substrate effects [23]. Indents were
performed along the centerline of the wafer, which corresponds to
layer thicknesses of approximately 85 nm Cu and 55 nm Ni to compare
themechanical properties with and without W nanoparticles. A total of
more than 250 indents were performed with at least 25 indents every
1 cm of the wafer area to obtain appropriate statistics for each nanopar-
ticle density.

Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples
were prepared by a focused ion beam (FIB) liftout technique using a
Vela FIB (TESCAN) and attached to Cu TEM grids. Microstructural char-
acterization of these film cross-sections was carried out using a
JEM2200fs TEM (JEOL), and a Titan Themis TEM equipped with a
SuperEDX system (FEI) was also used for Electron dispersive x-ray
(EDX) analysis.

3. Microstructural characterization

3.1. XRF mapping across thickness gradients

XRF mapping was conducted across the wafer to determine total
thickness and individual layer thicknesses of the samples were calcu-
lated based on composition and total thickness. Fig. 2a and b show the
Cu and Ni layer thicknesses across the wafer determined by XRF for
the (a) Cu/Ni without nanoparticles sample and (b) Cu/Ni sample with
W nanoparticles, showing similar layer thicknesses across the wafer.
The red bar in the Cu/Ni with Wnp shows the section of the wafer that
was indented as well as the XRF measurement area for determining
the Wnp concentration (Fig. 2c). This also corresponds to the red
arrow shown in Fig. 1(b) that shows the indented region along the cen-
terline of the wafer.

The individual layer thicknesses for both of the samples show linear
trends, with Cu increasing from 45 to 140 nm and Ni decreasing from
100 to 30 nm (measuring left to right). TheW signal from the interfacial
particles in the second sample (Fig. 2c), which was measured along the
center of the sample perpendicular to the changing Cu and Ni layer
thickness gradient (highlighted in red), shows a changing particle
rfaces. The nanoparticle concentration varies across thewafer,with a sharp increase in 20%
er thicknesses (a/b) are within the size of the data marker. The indented region along the
th samples, with and without nanoparticles.



Fig. 3. DF-STEM images of CuNi multilayer films without (a) and with (b) nanoparticles deposited at the interfaces. Examples of growth twins are highlighted inside the circles and
intergranular pores with arrows.
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concentration across the wafer, with the highest concentration of parti-
cles located approximately 20% from the edge of the wafer that was
closest to the nanoparticle source. This higher concentration at the
edge of the wafer is due to the particle stream coming out of the small
5 mm aperture of the particle generator. According to Mantis Ltd., the
nanoparticle source deposits in a bell-curve distribution with a width
dependent on the distance from the particle generator, combining that
with the lowered substrate deposition technique offset, the peak parti-
cle density occurs closer to the particle gun, as shown in Fig. 1b.

3.2. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)

Microstructural characterization of these nanolaminate films was
conducted using scanning-TEM (STEM) to determine particle distribu-
tion and interface morphology. Cross-sectional lamellae were removed
from the center of the Cu/Ni nanolaminate and along the centerline of
the Cu/Ni nanoparticle-containing nanolaminate on both the low
(approx. 0.9 at.% W) and high (approx. 2.0 at.% W) particle density
sides of thewafer. Dark-field (DF)-STEM images were obtained for sim-
ilar layer thickness combinations and two different nanoparticle density
conditions, in order to examine microstructural and interfacial changes
stemming from the addition of nanoparticles at the interface. The Cu/Ni
nanolaminate without particles is compared to the high particle density
laminate in the DF-STEM images in Fig. 3, which emphasize mass and
thickness variations. The oblique orientation during deposition led to
Fig. 4.DF-STEM images of lowparticle density (a) and high particle density (b) areas of the coat
The growth direction of the film is indicated by the two arrows.
shadowing during grain growth, resulting in the observed intergranular
pores, which can also occurwhen films are deposited at higher process-
ing pressures [24]. It is important to note that these pores are present in
both samples and in similar percentages (4.8 ± 1.9%, 6.8 ± 3.0%, and
6.7 ± 2.9% for particle-free, low density, and high density samples, re-
spectively calculated from TEM images) regardless of nanoparticles at
the interface and so are not expected to affect the observed hardness
relationship.

All samples showed some evidence of growth twins in the Cu layers,
with slightly more observed in the nanoparticle-free samples. Similar
growth twins, present only in Cu layers, have been observed in Cu/Ni
multilayers having individual layer thickness >25 nm [25]. Twinning
has been shown to increase the strength, ductility, and thermal stability
of materials [26–28]. From previous studies, Cu samples that have
nanotwins with a similar twin spacing (7 nm) as observed in our Cu/
Ni sample have a tensile strength approximately 600 MPa higher than
a twin-free sample [29], suggesting that the presence of the growth
twinswill contribute to additional strengthening in the coatings beyond
that expected from nanolaminate or nanocrystalline strengthening.

In Fig. 4, the increased particle spacing is easily noticeable when
comparing the low-density (Fig. 4a) to the high-density (Fig. 4b)
areas. Since these lamellae are approximately 100 nm thick, the
projected particle spacing observed in the high-density sample is not
the actual spacing of the particles on the interface and while there
might be some particles that were deposited on top of each other, it is
ing, showing a distinct difference in nanoparticle density between the two areas of thefilm.



Fig. 5. Nanoindentation results as a function of position across substrate, along the
changing nanoparticle density direction. Dotted lines signifying the modulus (black) and
hardness (blue) values of Cu/Ni without Wnp are shown for comparison. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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not expected to be a majority. While the particle density seems to show
a dependence onwhich layer the nanoparticlewere deposited onto, this
is most likely due to a difference in the main chamber pressure during
deposition, which has since shown to affect the particle density that
can reach the substrate.
4. Mechanical characterization using nanoindentation

Both nanolaminate films were indented across the changing particle
density concentration and constant layer thicknesses of around 85 nm
Cu and 55 nm Ni, as previously described in Table 1. Unsurprisingly,
the Cu/Ni withoutWnp sample showed no dependence on the indenta-
tion position along thewafer,with an averagemodulus value of approx-
imately 120 ± 3.7 GPa and hardness value of 2.23 ± 0.07 GPa. When
compared to other studies, the hardness values seem to compare closely
Fig. 6. Diffraction peaks resulting from in-situ annealing of the low na
with the other reported values,with Cu/Ni 55 nmspacinghaving aHIT of
about 3.5 GPa [25].

Fig. 5 shows a summary of the measured modulus and hardness
values of the particle-strengthened nanolaminate sample as a function
of particle density. The dashed lines in the figure are the average values
for the particle-free film to use as a visual comparison for the film with
interfacial particles. For all particle concentrations, the hardness of the
particle-containing film is greater than the coating without interfacial
particles, regardless of particle density. However, the areas with the
lowest particle density at the interfaces show the greatest increase in
hardness, about 1.3 GPa higher than the particle-free sample. The mod-
uli of the two films are approximately the same,within the spread of the
measurements, which is expected as the elemental ratios of Cu/Ni and
the texture of the films remain approximately constant.

5. In-situ XRD investigation at elevated temperatures

An in-situ XRD experimentwas conducted on each of the samples to
determine if the nanoparticles facilitated in stabilizing the microstruc-
ture at temperatures up to 400 °C. Tracking the diffraction peaks of
the Cu and Ni peaks at each temperature could help to show if there is
a retardation of Cu and Ni grain growth or alloying due to the addition
of interfacial particles. Fig. 6 shows the summary of the diffraction evo-
lution as temperature increases for the Cu/Ni nanolaminatewithout par-
ticles and for the low-density Cu/Ni with Wnp. From A room
temperature scan was conducted before and after the heating cycle to
compare peak ratios and determine the extent of alloying.

Rietveld refinement [30] was conducted on the Cu and Ni (111)
peaks, showing an approximate crystallite size of 20 nm for both Cu
and Ni. These values are consistent between samples and are, therefore,
independent of nanoparticle concentration. Both films seem to respond
similarly to annealing, with little change up to 300 °C. After 300 °C, the
films start showing a reduced Ni (111) signal, which continues to drop
as the temperature is increased further. Post-anneal room temperature
scans show an approximately 50% drop in the Ni (111) signal, either in-
dicating alloying or oxidation of the Ni as well as a shift in the Cu and Ni
peaks, which suggests a change in the internal stresses after annealing.
Closer examination of the lattice parameters of the as-deposited Cu and
Ni peaks show a deposition stress of 600 MPa for the particle-free sam-
ples, and − 300 MPa for the low-density sample. After annealing, the
films have developed additional compressive stresses, as can be seen
from the peak shift in room temperature XRD spectra.

To examine the extent of alloying, if any, TEM lamellae were pre-
pared from annealed films to examine themicrostructure inmore detail
noparticle concentration (right) and particle-free samples (left).



Fig. 7. Cross-sectional STEMEDX scan of Cu/NiwithoutWnp sample annealed to 400 °Cduring in-situ XRD experiments, 9 pixel averaged at.%maps. An extremely faint diffraction ring from
NixOy formation is visible in the HAADF inset, highlighted with an arrow.
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and investigate if the nanoparticles reacted with either of the constitu-
ents. Fig. 7 is an EDX at.% map of the Cu/Ni nanolaminate without Wnp

annealed up to 400 °C, with individual Cu, Ni, W, and O elements sepa-
rated into individual frames. This particular section contained large in-
tergranular pores throughout the thickness of the film, which
facilitated the diffusion of oxygen from the surface deep into the film
(lower right frame). In general, the Cu and Ni layers remained intact;
however, there is evidence of Ni diffusion along grain boundaries and
interactionwith the oxygen, likely creating a NiO. This is particularly ev-
ident around the pores and along the large intergranular pores (indi-
cated by the arrows in the HAADF image).

A similar cross-section of the Cu/Ni low particle density annealed
samplewas examined, with the elemental maps shown in Fig. 8. Similar
to the Cu/Ni without particles, this coating also showed substantial oxi-
dation at the intergranular pores and interfacial pores. There also seems
to be a greater concentration of Ni diffusion into the Cu layer, specifically
at the grain boundaries,which then interactedwith the oxygen to create
a significant amount of NiO at the grain boundaries and pores. Close ex-
amination of the HAADF image on the left of the figure shows that there
are still some W nanoparticles which have not reacted with the other
elements in the coating; however, the density when compared to the
pre-annealed sample is much less, suggesting that the majority of the
nanoparticles have dissolved into the matrix, to create a NiW solid-
solution. Under very close examination, this is also apparent in the W
concentrationmap showing themajority of theW signal in the Ni layer.
Fig. 8. Cross-sectional STEM EDX scan of Cu/Ni withWnp (low) sample annealed to 400 °C durin
from NixOy formation is visible in the HAADF inset, highlighted with an arrow.
Finally, the annealed high particle density sample EDX maps are
shown in Fig. 9. The majority of the features are quite similar to the
other two films, with Ni and O concentrated at the grain boundaries
and pores, Ni and Cu interdiffusion along grain boundaries, and a signif-
icant amount of Wnp dissolved into the Ni layer, likely creating a NiW
solid-solution. However, with this sample, there does seem to be a
more pronounced localization of W remaining at the interfaces, along
with a higher concentration of O, which is also reflected in the HAADF
image. It is difficult to determine if this is an indication of a WxOy at
the interface or a complex Ni-W-O oxide. Closer scrutiny of the
HAADF image reveals much darker (lower atomic mass) layers after
each Cu layer that were not present in the pre-annealed images and is
not present in either of the other annealed samples. Since there was a
higher density of W particles at this interface in the pre-annealed sam-
ples, aswas discussed previously, this is a good indication that this layer
is likely some form of a WxOy.

6. Discussion

While Cu/Ni multilayers can often consist of coherent and semi-
coherent interfaces with a (111) out of plane crystal orientation, the
multilayers in this study, bothwith andwithout nanoparticles at the in-
terface, show no significant presence of epitaxial growth between Cu
and Ni layers. This is likely due to the presence of oxygen in the deposi-
tion chamber (due either to a small leak in the chamber or insufficient
g in-situ XRD experiments, 9 pixel averaged at.%maps. An extremely faint diffraction ring



Fig. 9. Cross-sectional STEM EDX scan of Cu/Ni withWnp (high) sample annealed to 400 °C during in-situ XRD experiments, 9 pixel averaged at.%maps An extremely faint diffraction ring
from NixOy formation is visible in the HAADF inset, highlighted with an arrow.

Table 2
First-order residual stress calculations from XRD measurements and potential corrrected
in hardness due to pile-up effects.

Sample Residual stress (MPa) Measured
hardness (GPa)

Corrected
hardness (GPa)

Cu/Ni without Wnp −540 2.2 1.86
Cu/Ni with low Wnp +330 3.5 4.3
Cu/Ni with high Wnp −130 2.75 2.6

Please note that ‘−’ sign denotes compressive residual stress and ‘+’ sign denotes tensile
residual stress.
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base pressure when starting deposition) or due to the Cu and Ni inter-
ruptions during the nanoparticle deposition, which allows for a small
buildup of oxide on the fresh surface. In general, the nanoparticle addi-
tion to themultilayers does not seem to greatly affect either the layered
structure, the amount of porosity observed in the films, or the out-of-
plane texture of the individual layers.

Porosity in the films is expected to decrease the hardness of the Cu/
Ni multilayer films reported in this study. It will be instructive to com-
pare the hardness of the baseline sample – Cu/Ni multilayer without
Wnp – with literature to understand the extent of hardness drop due
to porosity. Majority of previous studies on Cu/Ni multilayers have fo-
cused on identical individual layer thickness for both Cu and Ni layers
and have not reported the grain sizes which makes a direct comparison
with our films difficult. Liu et al. [25] have reported hardness values of
Cu/Ni multilayers with individual layer thickness varying from 1 to
200 nm and for two different orientations: (100) and (111). The hard-
ness of (111) Cu/Ni multilayer with 50-70 nm individual layer thick-
ness, closest to our films, is ~3.5 GPa [25]. The hardness of (100) Cu/Ni
multilayer with similar layer thickness was found to be lower at
~2.7 GPa. Since our Cu/Ni multilayer films have a very strong (111) tex-
ture, we expect the hardness values to be more closer to 3.5 GPa than
2.7 GPa. Zhu et al. [31] have reported hardness values of 2.1 and
5.5 GPa for monolayer (111) Cu and (111) Ni films, respectively. Using
a simple rule-of-mixtures for Cu/Ni multilayer studied herein yields
hardness value of ~3.35 GPa which matches reasonably well with
those reported by Liu et al. for (111) texture. These hardness values
are substantially higher than our Cu/Ni multilayer films that exhibit a
hardness of 2.23 GPa. Therefore, porosity seems to affect the hardness
of the Cu/Ni multilayers substantially.

The model proposed by Chen et al. [32] correlates the mechanical
properties of porous and dense materials. This model was used to per-
form a first order porosity estimation for Cu/Ni multilayer used in this
study. If we assume that the hardness of ~3.4 GPa reported in literature
corresponds to a dense film and our hardness measurements to corre-
spond to a porous film, we obtain a porosity estimate of ~15% for Cu/
Ni multilayers using this model. This estimate matches reasonably
well with the initial porosity estimates of ~5–10% from TEM image anal-
ysis. It should be noted that themodel proposed by Chen et al. [32] is ac-
curate within a 5–7% porosity estimate window. While porosity does
affect the hardness values of the films studied herein, similar pore den-
sities in the films will make relative changes in hardness comparable.
The TEM images show similar pore densities in all the films, with
slightly lower porosity (~5%) for the W-free Cu/Ni film compared to
W-containing films (~7%). If the observed hardness changeswere solely
due to porosity, thenwe should have observed lower hardness in theW
containing films. Even if we assume that our porosity estimates for the
different films are not correct and that there is a 5% porosity change be-
tween two films, the resultant change in hardness will be only
~400 MPa. This is much smaller than the observed difference of
~1.3 GPa between CuNi multilayers with 0.9% Wnp and without Wnp.
Therefore, porosity in the films cannot explain the strengthening in
W-containing Cu/Ni films.

Another important consideration when discussing hardness of
thin films are residual stresses. Residual stresses have been shown
to alter the measured nanoindentation hardness values by as
much as ~22% [33]. A first order estimation of the residual stresses
in the three films (no Wnp, low Wnp and high Wnp content) was
calculated from the XRD data to estimate the influence of these re-
sidual stresses on the measured hardness values. Tsui, Oliver and
Pharr [33] showed residual stress can affect the hardness of an alu-
minum alloy by ~6% for ~300 MPa compressive residual stress and
by ~22% for 300 MPa tensile residual stress under biaxial condi-
tions. Since the residual stress in multilayer thin films will be
mostly bi-axial, this comparison was found to be the most appro-
priate. Tsui et al. report that the observed change in nanoindenta-
tion hardness (and modulus) values as a function of applied (uni-
axial and bi-axial) stresses in the material is primarily due change
in pile-up behavior of the indents that drastically changes the con-
tact area of indentation. If the correct contact areas are used in me-
chanical property calculations, then it was found that both
hardness and modulus values do not change as a function of ap-
plied stress in the material. Using the data from Tsui et al., a first
order estimation of the residual stress and corrected hardness of
our samples is shown in Table 2, assuming similar extent of pile
up for the calculated residual stresses.

The observed trend in hardness actually accentuates when the pile
up correction due to residual stress is applied. This strongly suggests
that the trends in hardness that we observe in this study (due to Wnp

addition at the Cu/Ni multilayer interface) are real and not due to resid-
ual stresses and consequently pile up during indentation in the films. It
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should be noted that the corrected hardness values reported in the last
column should be considered as the “worst-case scenarios” for hardness
values. However, severe pile-upwas not observed in TEM cross-sections
of an indent in the current study. TEM images of the indents were
capped with Pt layer before lift-out, preserving the pile-up, if any. No
significant pile-up was observed. An image of a TEM lamellae showing
no pile-up around the indent is included in supplementary information.

Multiple strengthening mechanisms can be active in multilayer
films. For layer thicknesses >50 nm, hardness increases linearly with
h-1/2 consistentwith Hall-Petch relation. However, this will remain sim-
ilar across all films since they have similar layer thicknesses and grain
sizes. TEM investigation of the samples show that the Cu and Ni grain
sizes are on the order of the layer thickness or smaller and mostly con-
sist of re-nucleated grains every layer. The Cu grain size varies between
20 and 80 nm while Ni is on the order of 20 nm. Due to smaller grain
sizes, coherency stresses (another multilayer strengthening mecha-
nism) are unlikely to develop in these films. Since all the films show
similar texture, any change resulting from that can be ruled out as
well. Elastic modulus mismatch remains similar for all films as well.
Therefore, only the presence of the nanoparticles at the interfaces
seems to be contributing to the increased hardness of the
nanolaminates. This confirms the hypothesis that controlled deposition
of nanoparticles can effectively strengthen multilayer structures. How-
ever, it is apparent that it does not follow typical strengthening trends
for a particle reinforcedmatrix, where there is a positive correlation be-
tween hardness and particle density. Particles in the matrix can act as
dislocation barriers, requiring a larger Orowan stress to propagate dislo-
cations [11], followed by the particles acting as Orowan sources [11,34],
increasing the number of dislocations in the material and leading to
strain-hardening. However, the opposite effect was observed here,
where the higher particle density actually results in lower hardness
values and therefore, smaller amount of strengthening. This seems to
suggest there are two competing deformationmechanisms: one that in-
creases the strength of the nanolaminate and one that leads to increased
dislocation motion.

The only discernable difference between the Cu/Ni multilayer
films is the presence of W nanoparticles at the interface. Since the
layer interface can act as both the source and sink for dislocations, al-
tering the interface will drastically change the dislocation behavior
within the individual layers. It is plausible that addition of W nano-
particles to the interface blocks dislocation motion and changes the
resulting pile-up behavior at the interfaces – another strengthening
mechanism active in multilayer systems with layer thickness
>50 nm. It is also possible that the W nanoparticles pin down the
smaller nanocrystalline grain boundaries in Cu and Ni inhibiting
grain boundary sliding. W in solid solutions has been shown to pin
down grain boundaries effectively in nanocrystalline metals [35].
Grain boundary diffusion is important for both intragranular disloca-
tion generation and annihilation as well as grain boundary sliding
[36] and has been shown to facilitate both thesemechanisms. Depos-
iting W nanoparticles at the interfaces is akin to decorating some of
the grain boundaries, that are at the interface, with an immobile par-
ticle that blocks grain boundary diffusion and consequently, limits
plastic deformation resulting in increases strengthening.

Another possible explanation could be due to strengthening from in-
terfacial imperfections. In a study from 2014, Abdolrahim et al. [37]
showed that interfacial imperfections in nanolaminates could lead
both to additional strengthening beyond a perfect interface, depending
on the size of the imperfection (or step height), as well as softening, de-
pending on the density of these imperfections [17]. In these molecular
dynamic simulations, it was shown that the addition of a single “step”
imperfection makes dislocation nucleation from this imperfection diffi-
cult and increases the strength of the film by approximately 1 GPa due
to the increased barrier for dislocation transmission into the second
layer. The authors also showed that increasing the density of ledge im-
perfections at the interface led to a reduction in the strength of the
system, which they attributed to the high stress concentrations at the
ledges. If the particles create stress fields in the surrounding material,
similar to the interface imperfections, then it could explain why there
is an initial increase in hardness followed by a slight drop in hardness
as the concentration of nanoparticles increases. It should be noted that
these do not take a solute or nanoparticle at the interface into account.
The influence of a W nanoparticle is likely to be much more severe
than an interface imperfection like a ledge or a step. Since this is the
first study of its kind, it is too early to conclude on the strengthening
mechanism responsible for hardness trends observed in this study.

In-situ XRD annealing of these films shows no obvious difference in
the diffraction peaks between the particle-reinforced samples and the
particle free multilayers in the theta-two theta scans. However, there
was a distinct change in the microstructure of the particle-containing
films after annealing, specifically the disappearance of theWnanoparti-
cles for both of the samples, with a few remaining particles in the high
concentration sample. According to the accompanying EDS maps, the
W particles dissolved into the Ni grains and grain boundaries due to
the solubility of W into Ni. The resulting solid-solution strengthening
could be beneficial to the overall strength; however, that would remove
the particle strengthening benefit observed in this study. Due to surface
oxidation of the films, nanoindentation was not performed and the
amount of solid-solution strengthening versus particle strengthening
was not determined in this study. Therefore, it is important to be careful
in the selection of the particle element to avoid this result if thematerial
is to be used at elevated temperatures.

7. Summary

A new deposition technique was utilized to create nanolaminate
filmswithWparticles specifically at each interface to investigate the ef-
fect of particle density on the mechanical and structural properties of
the films. The addition of nanoparticles to the interfaces in a
nanolaminate increases the strength of the film system without signifi-
cantly changing the microstructure of the material.

Small additions of particles are able to increase hardness of the coat-
ings by more than 1 GPa above that of particle-free multilayers. How-
ever, at higher particle densities the hardness begins to decrease
again, indicating there is likely an ideal particle concentration that
would lead to the highest increase in hardness. This was attributed to
competing mechanisms where the particles act both as dislocation
sources and barriers to dislocation transmission into the other layer. Ini-
tial in-situ XRD heating experiments show theWnanoparticles can dis-
solve into the Ni layer to create a solid-solution Ni\\W layer and react
with oxygen. This opens up the ability to use nanoparticles to counteract
thermal softening that is often seen in multilayers and leads to de-
creased performance of these coatings over time, leading the way for
expansion into other material system combinations and opening up
an exciting field of research – investigating strengthening mechanisms
and thermal stability of nanoparticle strengthened laminate coatings.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.matdes.2020.108907.
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